Reproducibility and symptomatic predictors of a slow nutrient drinking test in health and in functional dyspepsia.
Impaired accommodation to a meal has been recognized as a pathophysiological mechanism in functional dyspepsia (FD). Based on observations in tertiary care patients, the drinking test has been proposed as a non-invasive tool to estimate accommodation. Our aim was to assess the reproducibility of the drinking test and its correlation with demographic, symptomatic and pathophysiological parameters in secondary care FD patients and healthy controls. Thirty-four healthy controls and 78 FD patients completed a drinking test (3 respectively 2 times), a gastric emptying study and an FD symptom questionnaire. Factors influencing maximal volume and gastric emptying were determined, and the reproducibility of the drinking test was investigated. The maximal satiety was reached at a lower volume in patients (489 +/- 276 and 503 +/- 248 mL for first and second test respectively vs 937 +/- 428 and 1048 +/- 421 mL, P < 0.0001). The ingested amount depended on age, sex and baseline FD symptom score. Patients' sex, final satiety score, total score for stomach complaints at screening and total symptom score before test accounted for the total symptom score after the test. The slow nutrient drinking test confirms its possible role as an attractive non-invasive and reproducible tool for the diagnosis of impaired accommodation and for the assessment of treatment responsiveness.